
Introduction
Conoció la prisión, el ostracismo,
el exilio, las múltiples ofensas
típicas de la vileza humana;
pero siempre lo escoltó cierto estoicismo
que le ayudó a caminar por cuerdas tensas
o a disfrutar del esplendor de la mañana.
(Reinaldo Arenas, “Autoepitafio” in Autoepitaph 330)

[He knew prison, ostracism,
exile, the many crimes
typical of human vice;
but a certain stoicism was always with him
which helped him walk tightropes
or enjoy the morning’s splendor.]
(Reinaldo Arenas, “Autoepitaph,” in Autoepitaph 170)

Life-Lessons from a Queer Counterrevolutionary Dissident

Reinaldo Arenas (1942–1990) stands out as a notable example of the Cu-
ban Revolution’s impact on the Island’s literary production. Hailed as a 
groundbreaking Cuban exiled activist—“no gay Marielito cultural agent 
has influenced North American gay knowledges more than Reinaldo Are-
nas” (Peña, “Visibility” 136)—his humble beginnings as the natural child 
of peasants did not foresee the impact of his literary and political writ-
ings in contemporary U.S.-Cuban historiography. Barely literate before the 
triumph of Fidel Castro–led guerrilla movement 26 de Julio on January 
1, 1959, Arenas joined key inaugural pedagogical programs intended to 
reform the national ideological political scenes. Born in the rural coun-
tryside of Holguín, on the Island’s most-eastern Provincia de Oriente, his 
peasant background had ear-marked him for formal training in the techni-
cal fields related to agrarian administration. Indeed, as he detailed in his 
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posthumously published autobiography Antes que anochezca (1992) [Before 
Night Falls (1993)], he witnessed the Revolution’s earliest educational proj-
ects. As a member of Communist Youth, an ideologue group trained to 
facilitate key social movements, he participated in the nationalization of 
privately owned farms in late 1961.
 Arenas welcomed revolutionary training, which was a more advanced 
formal education beyond the basic secondary education he had received 
before the triumph of the Revolution. As he recorded in his autobiogra-
phy, at age seventeen, “cantaba los himnos de la Revolución y estudiaba, 
indiscutiblemente, el marxismo” (Antes 80). [“I sang the hymns of the 
Revolution and certainly studied Marxism” (BNF 56).] Emilio José Gal-
lardo Saborido has highlighted Arenas’s testimony, which documented that 
communist texts were utilized as ideological instruction prior to the official 
recognition by Castro in his now infamous “Palabras a los intelectuales” 
(“Words to the Intellectuals”) speech on April 16, 1961, that the Cuban Rev-
olution was, indeed, socialist (30).
 Arenas abandoned a mandated career as an agrarian accountant, fol-
lowing instead his literary passion. He also fulfilled his dream to remain 
in Havana, the liberal city that was to become the stage for his daring ho-
mosexual public adventures. The National Library, among the most repu-
table revolutionary cultural institutions, facilitated his transfer from the 
National Institute of Agrarian Reform, which was, in his own words, “a 
rather wretched place” (Soto, The Pentagonía 139). In 1963 Arenas entered a 
short story competition which sought short oral narratives with childhood 
subjects. Although he did not win, he caught the attention of jurors, who 
invited him to formally join the staff at the National Library.
 The National Library, as the Island’s top institution of higher learning, 
turned Arenas into “quite a random and hungry reader” and from where he 
wrote “some of his early and best work” (González, Cuba and the Fall 128). 
His tenure at the National Library, which lasted until 1968, was pivotal in 
his development as a writer. According to his own statement to Francisco 
Soto, Arenas had unlimited “access to a number of texts that were practi-
cally unattainable in Cuba. For example, where was I going to buy a copy 
of Joyce’s Ulysses? Or where was I going to read Proust, or Yeats, or almost 
any other great writer?” (qtd. in Pentagonía 139). Although his early literary 
training was largely autodidactic, his writing reveals itself as a well-defined 
project, beginning with his childhood in the countryside, which Arenas de-
fined as “something rather magical that made me, I would say, reconstruct 
it through my imagination” (qtd. in Pentagonía 139).
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 At the National Library Arenas met key writers who served as literary 
mentors. He befriended iconic figures Virgilio Piñera and José Lezama 
Lima, outstanding representatives of pre-revolutionary experimental lit-
erary aesthetics, who had become notable counterrevolutionary spokes-
persons, and consequently whose literary works were effectively restricted 
from publication in Cuba. Kindred spirits, as Eduardo González describes 
them, they became vocal counterrevolutionary writers: “either self-avowed 
homosexuals (Reinaldo Arenas and Virgilio Piñera) or were (José Lezama 
Lima) consumed in what they wrote by the moral and theological con-
sequences of male homosexual desire rendered in extravagant words and 
misdeeds” (xi–xii). In chapter 6, we will explore how Piñera and Lezama 
Lima would become Arenas’s most formidable mentors, serving him not 
only as literary models and friends but also as examples to be emulated 
even in death.
 The National Library was a well-known gathering center for interna-
tional visitors. Notable international figures toured Cuba throughout the 
sixties and seventies as admirers of the ongoing revolutionary social and 
cultural projects. Some of them, like the Spanish novelist Juan Goytisolo 
and Peruvian writer (and now former politician) Mario Vargas Llosa, even-
tually broke ties with the Revolution and became vocal anti-revolutionary 
activists. Goytisolo, who had visited the Island and expressed great admi-
ration for Castro’s Revolution, would later go on to share with Arenas an 
increasingly critical stance toward it. Additionally, as later will be explored 
in chapters 2 and 5, Goytisolo and Arenas exchanged letters in which they 
expressed mutual admiration; both reveled in their roles as pariahs, shar-
ing many themes in their creative, postmodern writing, such as those of 
the perennial rebel in exile, being sexual and social outlaws, and an over-
whelming disillusionment with the homeland. Arenas’s coming in contact 
with foreign visitors, both in the flesh and via missives and creative literary 
texts, was pivotal to his development as an author and in his successfully 
smuggling off the Island an expanding literary production deemed coun-
terrevolutionary and thus officially censored for publication.
 Celestino antes del alba [Singing from the Well] was Arenas’s literary de-
but, receiving national recognition in 1965 with a “first mention” in the 
“Cirilo Villaverde National Novel Contest,” under the supervision of rev-
olutionary writer and ideologue Alejo Carpentier (Antes 101–102). On a 
larger inter-intratextual scale, Celestino is also the first installment of his 
“pentagonía,” Arenas’s made-up term to characterize his forthcoming lit-
erary project as a documentation of his life metaphorically viewed as “an 
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agony in five parts.” The pentagonía was, as Vek Lewis underscores, a com-
plex “life project. Indeed, his life and fictional writing are fused, providing 
together a contestatory discourse on the regime, an act of revenge, his gift 
to the post-Castro future” (46).
 Throughout the five novels and their literary character-doubles, Are-
nas tells and retells an interconnected story line, one that advances only to 
then recede and loop back over itself, though always insisting upon certain 
themes. The series loosely chronicles his rural life and agonies from his 
humble beginnings as a country-boy in pre-revolutionary Cuba to predict, 
ultimately, an apocalyptic, Orwellian futuristic world of automatons, gears, 
and grease. The protean characters die and are resuscitated throughout the 
pentagonía series. The pentagonía encapsulates Arenas’s life story as a seem-
ingly immense source of existential-like agonies, in terms of both mental 
and physical events that he endured. In Reinaldo Arenas: The Pentagonía, 
Soto has highlighted the “testimonial or documentary structure of these 
texts” as “valid testimonies of human dignity” (40). Indeed, in these five 
novels, Arenas documented key life events, including, and most contro-
versially, his conflictive dealings with revolutionary cultural institutions, 
his coming to terms with his homosexualismo, and bold descriptions of 
homoerotic acts—as a source of sensual pleasures and literary inspiration, 
as well as a means of vocal counterrevolutionary activism.
 While we are sensitive to more contemporary reactions to the term ho-
mosexualismo, for the most part, in our terminology throughout this book, 
we echo Arenas himself, who used the terms “homosexual” and “loca” 
(queer) almost interchangeably. Most frequently, he referred to others like 
himself as “locas” or “pájaros” (literally, “crazy women” and “birds”), both 
common Cuban slang terms for “fag,” and “loca” being more “queenish.” 
Yet another term available to Arenas was “maricón,” which as Oscar Lewis, 
in his groundbreaking field work study, Four Men: Living the Revolution 
(1969), equates to a slur, not too far away from today’s popular use through-
out the Spanish-speaking Caribbean: “A creep is a maricón like you. I’m 
no creep, see?” (263). As in Lewis’s example, as Arenas remembered in his 
autobiography, he too was taught a lesson about “homosexual” and related 
lexicon as slurs. The episode took place during his early teenage years dur-
ing an anatomy class, perhaps while a sexual education session: “Pero un 
día, mientras la maestra de anatomía repetía su mamotreto, un compañero 
de mi clase se sentó junto a mi pupitre y con diabolismo absolutamente sin-
cero me dijo: ‘Mira, Reinaldo, tú eres pájaro. ¿Tú sabes lo que es un pájaro? 
Es un hombre al que le gustan los otros hombres’” (61). [“But one day, while 
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the anatomy teacher was repeating her litany, one of my classmates sat next 
to me and with absolutely diabolic sincerity said, ‘Look, Reinaldo, you are 
a faggot. Do you know what a faggot is? It’s a man who likes other men. A 
faggot, that’s what you are’” (BNF 38).]
 For the purposes of this book, the terms “gay,” “homosexual,” and “queer” 
refer to people who engage in sexual relationships with cisgender individu-
als who do not practice heteronormativity, at least exclusively. It is impor-
tant to recognize that Arenas’s usage of “homosexual” tends to interpret 
sexuality in binary, essentialist terms (“homosexual” and “heterosexual”), 
predating more recent, diverse references to non-heteronormative sexual-
ity as “queer.” Indeed, as Juana María Rodríguez’s Sexual Futures, Queer 
Gestures, and Other Latina Longings posits, the term “queer” today has a 
more activist edge akin perhaps to other homophobic slurs such as pájaro 
that Arenas often used in reference to the public display of a homosexual 
orientation: “But just as ‘queer’ can function as a noun or as a verb, ‘gesture’ 
can signal both those defined movements that we make with our bodies 
and to which we assign meaning, and an action that extends beyond it-
self, that reaches, suggests, motions; an action that signals its desire to act, 
perhaps to touch” (2). Given constraints, we will not further problematize 
the terms here. We propose that Arenas reinscribed homosexual, and the 
aforementioned related slurs, as his own, and with pride, precisely when for 

Figure 4. Arenas in front of a haystack. René Cifuentes Collection, University of Miami 
Cuban Heritage Collection.


